
Welcome to Mini Mondo!



Mini Mondo introduces young people to eco-
citizenship. There are three environments to explore: 
the city, the river and the forest. A series of activities 
in each of these environments raises awareness of the 
need to protect the environment. Recommended for 
children 0 to 7 years old, Mini Mondo encourages 
discovery through play and imagination. 

The exhibition design is very welcoming… and 
inclusive too! Young ones and their parents can 
learn and recognize new words from different 
languages as they are gradually introduced during a 
visit to Mini Mondo, as a picture book. Besides 
English and French, they’ll also find Haitian Creole, 
Arabic, Spanish, and simplified Chinese translations 
around the room. How do you say carrot in Spanish? 
Zanahoria!

Come and see! There’s a whole world waiting inside 
Mini Mondo!



The City
In the City, young visitors are 
presented with sustainable

ways to choose food, housing
and modes of transport. 



The hall’s mural design reflects diversity in terms of culture, 

gender, age and physical ability



Mini Mondo’s bulk food store: getting a sense of Montréal’s multicultural make-up



Several strategies to offer an inclusive activity



Introducing spices and herbs that specifically echo the sociocultural

heritage of families with immigrant backgrounds



The Forest
In the Forest, young ones can
explore plant life and discover
the different animals through
tactile and sound activities. 



Learnings in 6 languages: supporting the role of all parents 

within the visit experience



In the forest, a safe environment for the toddlers! 



The perfect reading nook! 



The River
In the River, children can meet
aquatic animals and species.



Which species can be found in the St. Lawrence River?



The design approach focus on the local economy, sustainable

materials as well as upcycling



A Welcoming 
Exhibition

Mini Mondo was created to be
as welcoming as possible, 

offering everyone a space to 
explore science and technology!



A family-size washroom designed for all families



Making things a bit easier for moms and dads!



Most of the Mini Mondo zones are accessible to people with reduced mobility



Peaceful Mornings: a moment especially for young

people with special needs and their families



Our Guide for accompanying people with special needs makes it easier for 

everyone to enjoy themselves while discovering science and technology!



Mini Menu
We lauched Mini Mondo with a 

special event, Mini Menu,
welcoming families facing food

insecurity.



A free food activity for families with an immigrant background



The perfect recipe for everyone’s lunchbox!



THANK YOU!

The Montréal Science Centre, a division of 
Canada Lands Company, is a complex dedicated 

to science and technology, with more than 
700,000 visitors annually. It is characterized by 

its accessible, interactive approach and its 
showcasing of local innovation and know-how. 

MONTRÉAL SCIENCE CENTRE
2 rue de la Commune Ouest, Montréal, QC H2Y 4B2 CANADA


